What If Plant Scientists Were as Diverse as the Plants We Study?

BY JENNIFER NEMHAUSER, University of Washington and ELIZABETH HASWELL, Washington University in St. Louis

This spring, in collaboration with Joanna Friesner, we launched DiversifyPlantSci (https://tinyurl.com/DiversifyPlantSci), an online directory of self-nominated plant scientists who share identity with groups that are currently minoritized in STEM fields. DiversifyPlantSci was inspired by many different groups hosting similar efforts, in particular DiversifyEEB (https://diversifyeeb.com/). DiversifyPlantSci membership now exceeds 250 people and includes scientists who identify as belonging to racial or ethnic groups other than White European or American, those who identify as women, those who have disabilities, and those who identify as members of the LGBTQ community. We aim for a scientific community in which every conference, every group of reviewers and editors, every special issue, every list of award nominees and editors, every special issue, every career stage, in the laboratory, at meetings, and during fieldwork. A lack of exposure to the unwritten rules guiding academic interactions adds another barrier to success for first-generation scientists and those in training outside their home country. Perhaps it is no wonder that a substantial number of our trainees struggle with mental health issues, especially depression and anxiety.

What to do? As a starting point, as plant scientists we must all examine the rationales we give for our efforts at improving diversity and inclusion. One commonly heard justification is that diverse teams are more effective and innovative (and this is strongly supported by data). Yet, do we really want to convey to our trainees that their productivity and efficiency are the ultimate measure of their worth? Instead, we should improve diversity and inclusion in plant science simply because it is the right thing to do. Everyone deserves to have equal access to the privilege and joy of doing plant science and to be a respected and valued member of our community.

Next, we must recognize that effective solutions to diversity, inclusion, and equity problems demand change from powerful individuals and institutions—not from the vulnerable people they are meant to serve. Ceding power is difficult, but institutions must intentionally promote the good of the community over the propagation of existing structures. At least in name, recruitment and retention of a diverse workforce are embraced by most institutions where plant science is done, and a solid foundation of evidence-based practices can guide us in actualizing these goals. Some institutional and process solutions will have wide-ranging benefits across minoritized groups. For example, there are excellent resources on how we should restructure our educational programs (see Resources sidebar on page 8).

At the professional society level, plant biologists must do better at establishing community norms and expectations that include all facets of professional life (for a great example, see https://paleosoc.org/ethics-and-inclusion/).

Another necessary shift is to properly value the contributions of our colleagues. Beronda Montgomery (see Beronda’s contribution to the Plantae collection at https://tinyurl.com/HumanNetworks), Gina Baucom, and others doing similar work in this space (see Resources sidebar) should be compensated for their work. This compensation could take the form of formal titles that recognize their contributions to societies and organizations in a way that may influence promotion or funding decisions, monetary compensation for their advocacy work whenever possible, and funding awards to support their science in recognition of the opportunity cost accrued when doing community service and advocacy. The artificial separation between doing research and improving the environment in which research is done should be eliminated. We envision a future in which talks by our colleagues are used to share new scientific discoveries continued on page 8
and new diversity, inclusion, and equity practices.

A few thoughts on best practices you can start implementing today:

1. If you have any power or privilege within your organization or institution, find ways to use it to champion, promote, and mentor colleagues or trainees who have less. This could mean speaking up in a meeting, suggesting someone else when you are invited to speak, or publicly refusing to attend meetings that do not have a diverse speaker list.

2. Find and express gratitude when someone points out a way you could do better. No one enjoys hearing criticism. Push back against your own defensive reflexes. Do not yell, and do not cry. If we want honest feedback, we have to treat the messengers in a way that will encourage them to continue the conversation.

3. If you are a member of a majority group in STEM, educate yourself on the experiences of minoritized groups and best practices you should be working on implementing. Ask other majoritarian members to help connect you to resources; minoritized community members should not bear the burden of enlightening you. Google before asking (see also the Resources sidebar).

4. Use mindful listening practices to help you actually hear what your colleagues or mentees are saying (https://hbr.org/2016/07/what-great-listeners-actually-do).

5. Assess and reassess yourself and your organizations and institutions. Look for consistent overrepresentation and underrepresentation of particular groups. Try to figure out what factors in your decision-making processes might be reinforcing these biases. We encourage you to use DiversifyPlantSci or similar efforts to bring new names into the conversation.

We end with Voltaire’s great insight into human nature and risk avoidance: “The best is the enemy of the good.” We do not need any more studies to demonstrate that there is a problem around diversity and inclusion in STEM (though we do need studies that measure the impact of specific interventions). Rather, we must start changing our culture right now, imperfect as we are, and with the knowledge that we will make mistakes. If we never began an experiment until we had a perfect understanding of every protocol and knowledge of all relevant literature, our science would grind to a halt! The same humility, passion, and drive that we bring to addressing scientific challenges can be brought to making the plant sciences community the best it can be—and that includes opening the doors as wide as possible to anyone with great questions, creative ideas, and the desire to participate in the discovery and dissemination of knowledge.

Resources for Strengthening Diversity and Inclusion in STEM

**Education Programs**

**Individual Efforts**
- Needhi Bhalla’s Twitter feed: @NeedhiBhalla
- BethAnn McLaughlin and #MeTooSTEM: https://metoostem.com

**Experiences and Best Practices**
- https://native-land.ca/